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Abstract

Strategic workforce planning (SWP) has been identified as a top business challenge and a high priority in order to produce organizations that are capable of performing more effectively. Industry leaders recognize that success depends on attracting, retaining and developing talent, and having the right talent in the right place at the right time – to achieve the condition often characterized as workforce readiness. High readiness levels require anticipating and responding to changing workforce needs and market demands, and allocating resources effectively.

We have approached the SWP challenge by applying state-of-the-art technology from decision sciences and advanced analytics to the field of talent management. Our resulting software, called OptForce, enables organizations to optimize workforce readiness and composition while accounting for critical workforce constraints. OptForce offers a broad range of predictive analytics capabilities including sophisticated workforce demand planning, fine-grained employee retention models, and agent-based simulation forecasting. Cloud hosted, the system additionally provides a prescriptive analytics capability through its simulation optimization engine.
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1. Introduction

CEOs consistently identify “attracting, retaining and developing talent” as a priority, as well as a top business challenge for the future (see Talent Watch (2011) and Mercer Global Business Challenges Survey (2008)). They recognize that an organization is only as good as its talent, and success depends on having the right people in the right place at the right time and for the right cost – a concept referred to as readiness. Achieving a high level of readiness requires the ability to anticipate and rapidly respond to changing workforce needs, and to allocate resources as effectively as possible in meeting those needs.

Workforce planning has been defined as the business process that enables the identification and analysis of what an organization will need in terms of the future size, type, and quality of workforce to achieve its objectives. As such, its goals are more strategic and long-term than those of workforce optimization and labor scheduling, where the end result is an optimal, short-term schedule of its existing resources. Whereas many organizations have been doing workforce scheduling for a long time, in most organizations workforce planning is still in its infancy, if done at all. The tools and analytics used to support strategic HR decisions are not nearly as
advanced as they are in other disciplines. For example, there’s no equivalent of a cash flow model or operations plan. Yet the complexity of the workforce planning task is enormous! The pace of change within economies, industries and organizations continues to accelerate; labor markets continue to become more competitive and more global; the workforce continues to become more diverse in terms of its demographics, expectations and goals. Advanced workforce planning and talent management tools are needed to enable HR to:

- Forecast human capital requirements (numbers, skill sets, locations, timing) given a range of possible business scenarios, and respond in real-time to changes in the assumptions behind those scenarios;
- Identify the recruitment channels that will be most effective in meeting those requirements;
- Forecast the impact of various HR programs/practices on attraction and retention, and identify how that varies based on demographics, job level, and performance;
- Model the impact of turnover and employee movement within the organization;
- Understand trade-offs between readiness and HR costs;
- Achieve objectives with respect to workforce representation;
- Quantify the financial impact of HR decisions.

If HR is to have a credible place at the strategic planning table, then human capital recommendations and decisions must be made based on data and analytics instead of relying solely on anecdotes and assumptions. The system we describe in this paper, called OptForce, is designed to meet these challenges.

Based on our experience with optimization and simulation, and our partnering with the US Navy on a project designed to manage career progression in the military, we set out to develop a model that would enable organizations to optimize readiness (right people, right place, right time, and right costs) and representation (diversity of the workforce) within defined constraints such as HR budget dollars, total compensation dollars and scarce skills. The National Science Foundation recognized the potential application of optimization to human capital decisions and awarded OptTek Systems a grant to support development of a prototype. The result is OptForce™.

This new system for strategic workforce planning goes beyond systems developed in the past. Whereas traditional approaches limit their scope to projecting future workforce requirements based on static assumptions, OptForce provides decision making tools that support the development and implementation of strategies, programs and policies to meet those requirements. For example, OptForce can be used to determine optimal investment levels in specific practices (policies, programs, initiatives, organizational culture) used to attract and retain valued employees while recognizing budget constraints and considering the demographics of your population. Additional applications include:

- Identifying the most effective recruiting channels for the organization;
- Modeling the cost-effectiveness and risk of using contingent versus regular staff;
- Supporting the budgeting process by defining and communicating trade-offs between readiness and costs;
- Modeling the likely impact of total compensation strategies;
- Identifying likely bench strength in key areas given workforce mobility;
- Modeling workforce requirements and transitions following M&As.

Ultimately, OptForce has been given the flexibility to be applied to any strategic human capital decision-making process.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the key components of the OptForce System in preparation for more detailed discussions of subsequent sections. Section 3 describes the agent-based simulation model that is a core mechanism for representing employee flows over time, while Sections 4 and 5 respectively describe the simulation of workforce planning scenarios attended by what-if analysis, and the associated optimization of HR practices. Finally, Section 6 highlights two real-world applications of OptForce that underscore its success in meeting complex workforce planning challenges for a major organization and the US Army, and conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. Key Components of the OptForce System

In order to use OptForce, an organization must begin the process of developing strategic workforce forecasts (in terms of numbers, skills, demographics, locations, timing) linked to business plans and financial and operational forecasts. OptForce then models the movement of people into, within, and out of the organization, factoring in (1) employee attributes such as skill and performance data, information on the current and potential practices; (2) policies that impact attraction, retention and movement; and (3) economic or environmental factors that impact the business and/or workforce. The outcome of the process is a set of gaps between actual workforce and forecasted workforce requirements. A decision-making optimization-based model is then developed that enables a user to evaluate the effectiveness of various strategies in closing those gaps. The main components of OptForce are as follows.

2.1. Workforce Forecasting Model

The forecasting step employs an innovative model that predicts future workforce requirements based on business planning assumptions. (The efficacy of this model compared to alternative approaches is highlighted in Section 6, which reports on applications.) Business plans are then translated into workforce requirements, a key input to the OptForce system.

2.2. Workforce Planning Model

Our OptForce workforce planning model utilizes an agent-based simulation design. Within this framework, individual employees are simulated as “computerized agents” that interact
with their environment and periodically make decisions about their career in the organization. These decisions are based on their perceptions of the degree to which the organization is currently meeting its objectives and needs, and the likelihood that the organization will continue to meet its needs in the future.

In OptForce, these perceptions are defined by the organization’s practices (e.g., policies, programs, initiatives, work environment) and current and future job opportunities. The system considers the probabilistic impact of these factors given specific employee attributes. In every period, each employee will make a decision (according to a probability) of whether s/he will stay in the organization for another period, and the organization will make decisions (again, probabilistically) about the assignment of employees to particular jobs, the promotion and movement of employees, and the recruitment of new hires to fill available positions. The organization will also make decisions about which practices to start, enhance, reduce and discontinue.

2.3 Optimizing the Model

OptForce’s embedded optimization software – OptQuest® – contains state-of-the-art algorithms for optimizing complex systems, such as workforce planning. OptQuest is a general optimization engine, flexible enough to accommodate single or multiple optimization objectives, as well as various organizational structures, policy/program portfolios, and environmental influences.

2.4 A Simple User Interface

OptForce provides a simple, step-by-step user interface that structures the planning process, resulting in a tool for upper level decision makers. In many cases, OptForce will be delivered through a web interface deployed through a software-as-a-service (SAS) sales model.

The technology embedded in OptForce derives from many years of experience in developing and implementing simulation optimization, network optimization, logistics and forecasting models. Fundamental analytics and search technologies underlying the system are described in April et al. (2006), Better et al. (2007, 2008, 2010), and Glover et al. (1992, 1997, 2000).

3. Building the Agent-Based Simulation Model

At the core of OptForce is an agent-based simulation model that represents the flow of employees over time. The basic steps in building this model are:

1. Define workforce forecasts
2. Define key attributes most relevant to categorizing employees (e.g., gender, ethnicity, age, job level, performance rating, etc.)
3. Identify current and proposed HR policies, programs and initiatives designed to influence employee attraction, retention and movement within the organization
4. Determine the impact of each policy, program and initiative on employees with different attributes
5. Define current and potential recruitment channels and practices
6. Define assumptions with respect to promotion and movement within the organization

Users are provided with tools and templates for data collection, external data (where publicly available) to support model assumptions (e.g., correlation between a specific practice and the corresponding retention rates based on demographics), recruiting channel effectiveness in recruiting employees with specific attributes, guidance in determining relevant inputs to the model, and seasoned judgment in the formulation of components of the model which are more subjective, either by nature or due to the lack of historical data when the model is first developed.

3.1. Define Workforce Requirements

Defining future workforce requirements serves as the foundation for effective workforce-planning – a forecast of talent requirements given likely business scenarios. It involves translating business plans into a specific workforce profile or staffing plan – number of positions, types of skills, timing, location, etc. – and identifying those factors that could change the required profile so that contingency plans can be developed.

For this purpose, OptForce enables users to create various “Demand Metrics” for demand planning purposes. These metrics may be tied directly to financial projections such as sales, revenue and gross margin. Alternately, the metrics may be tied to operational projections, such as number of beds in a hospital ward, number of machines in a job shop, expected throughput goals, expected cycle time for patients and so forth.

The user can take advantage of the system to create a metric that reflects the need for one or more roles in the organization, and then tie the metric to growth in those roles. These metrics provide the basis for defining specific job requirements (e.g., knowledge/skills/abilities, education and experience, certifications.) The requirements in turn form the basis for job descriptions or job postings.

The workforce requirements model drives a critical aspect of the planning process, in which readiness is measured as the extent to which the defined job requirements are met. Therefore, the model drives job assignments, promotions, internal movement and hiring decisions during the simulation of each scenario.

3.2. Define the key attributes most relevant to categorizing employees

The second step is to identify the key employee attributes to include in the model. Attributes describe the characteristics of an employee, such as age, gender, ethnicity, work experience, education, performance or talent review rating, etc. Attribute values are used to classify employees for the purpose of assessing the impact of different HR decisions on different groups of employees. For instance, it may be desired to track employees by two attributes: Gender and Age. Then, within Gender there are two values: Male and Female; and within Age there are four values: Veterans, Baby Boomers, Generation X and
Generation Y. As an example, if the organization were to implement a policy that allows for flex-time, the model might predict a highly positive impact on the retention rate of Female, Generation Y employees, whereas it might predict little or no effect on the retention of Male, Baby Boomers.

Ultimately, the set of attributes chosen to describe the employee population should be selected according to the following criterion: Does the impact of any of the current or potential practices vary significantly by this attribute? If the answer is “yes”, then the attribute should be included in the model.

3.3 Identify current and potential HR practices

The next step is to develop a comprehensive inventory of practices currently in place that impact attraction, movement and retention, as well as any proposed modifications to current practices, and any practices being considered for future implementation. To aid in the process, OptForce provides an interface that organizes practices into different user-defined Attraction and Retention Drivers. These drivers represent key factors that affect employee decisions to join an organization or to leave the organization. The drivers that have been reported in the literature to hold the most sway over employee attraction and retention have been included in our model by default. (see Watson Wyatt Webcast (2008) and Customizing the Employment Offer (2002)). These are (a) Compensation, (b) Benefits, (c) Career Development Opportunities, (d) Work-Life Balance, (e) Manager Quality, (f) Company Reputation and Performance, and (g) Company Culture and Work Environment. These Drivers can be modified to reflect any categorization scheme used by the organization.

3.4 Determine the impact of each practice on employees with different attributes

The impact of each practice on an employee’s behavior is determined based on relevant employee attributes. In the absence of solid historical data and/or external benchmark data, we assume the organization has, at minimum, anecdotal data and informed judgment as to the expected impact of different practices on employees with specific attributes. Like the development of the workforce profile, this is an area where an organization may find it useful to start simple and build sophistication over time.

3.5 Define current and potential recruitment channels

In addition to considering the impact of various HR practices on current employees, OptForce considers the effectiveness of alternate recruiting channels in bringing employees into the organization. For each current and potential future recruiting channel, the following parameters are defined:

- A probability distribution of the population in that channel, as defined by key employee attributes
- A cost-per-hire figure for that channel by job level
- An effectiveness factor for that channel by job level
• A maximum number of new hires that can be obtained from that channel, by job level

OptForce is populated with available published data on common channels (e.g., universities, job sites, etc.), but parameters related to effectiveness and cost will vary by organization, so the model will be enhanced by historical, company-specific data.

The probability distribution of the population in a channel represents the likelihood that a new hire will have certain desired attributes. For example, according to the National Center for Education Statistics (see http://nces.ed.gov/) of the Department of Education, the probability distribution of the population of graduating seniors in all public colleges and universities in the US, by ethnicity and gender, is:

- White males: 29%
- Minority males: 13%
- Asian American males: 3%
- White females: 36%
- Minority females: 16%
- Asian American females: 3%

These data could be entered into a recruitment channel labeled “General Colleges and Universities”, so that during a simulation, when a new hire is drawn from this population the likelihood of hiring a minority female, for example, would be about 16%.

The cost-per-hire figure for the channel is the average amount it costs the organization to hire a new employee utilizing that particular channel. It includes all costs and expenses related to hiring, including setup costs (i.e. travel costs to a university, setting up a booth at a job fair, etc.), advertising costs, recruiting costs (i.e. recruiters’ time, managers’ time in interviews, etc.), agency fees, employee referral fees, relocation expenses, signing bonuses, etc. If the organization does not calculate cost-per-hire for each channel, but has a good estimate of average cost-per-hire by job level (e.g., hourly, professional, middle management) each channel’s cost-per-hire figure will be derived by multiplying the cost-per-hire times the effectiveness factor, described below.

The effectiveness factor relates to the efficiency of the channel in yielding qualified candidates for a given job family or level. It is multi-dimensional, and can consider such factors as % of jobs filled by this channel, offers as a % of interviews, first-year retention rates, offer acceptance rate) Effectiveness can be measured in many ways, but it is important that the calculation be consistent across all channels.

Finally, the organization estimates the maximum number of new hires it expects to get from each channel, for each job family and/or level, during each period. Ideally, this information will be forecast based on historical recruitment data, adjusted to reflect expected future state, but it may be based simply on the best judgment of in-house recruiting experts.
The data in the recruitment channels will be used to simulate new hires coming into the organization, according to alternative recruitment budget allocations across channels and the probability distributions of the population associated with each channel.

3.6 Define assumptions with respect to promotion and movement within the organization

The last step in setting up the model relates to the mobility of employees within the organization, in terms of promotions, job changes, location changes, etc. One of the attributes associated with each employee is their level within the organization, which may be defined either generically for the entire organization or expressed as career paths within a job family. Using historic data on mobility, we develop a probability table as shown in Table 1. This table predicts the likelihood that employees with particular combinations of attributes will move within the organization during the measurement timeframe.

Table 1: Promotion/Advancement rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenure</th>
<th>Job level</th>
<th>Performance rating</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>Non-managerial</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>Middle Management</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-15</td>
<td>Non-managerial</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-15</td>
<td>Non-managerial</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-15</td>
<td>Middle Management</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-15</td>
<td>Middle Management</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 15</td>
<td>Non-managerial</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 15</td>
<td>Non-managerial</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 15</td>
<td>Middle Management</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 15</td>
<td>Middle Management</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows an example of a Mobility Probability Table for an engineering services company. In this example, employees are described by tenure, job level, and performance rating, and a movement probability is assigned to each employee with a distinct combination of employee attributes, as shown in the last column. The probability represents the likelihood that an employee with the attributes shown will change jobs or locations during the upcoming period. These data are used to simulate promotion/advancement and internal transfers of employees through the organization.

4. Simulation of workforce planning scenarios: What-if analysis

Once OptForce has been populated with the data described above, different decision scenarios can be tested. The purpose is to predict the outcome of various HR decisions. These decisions relate to:

(1) Changes in HR practices
Assuming a limited HR budget, the organization must prioritize the practices it will implement, maintain, change or discontinue, and the level of funding for each. A key application of the model is to determine the budget allocation that results in the highest possible level of readiness while meeting defined representation goals. It should be noted that the model considers the existence of various practices and level of funding. It does not attempt to quantify the execution quality.

(2) **Allocation of recruitment budget**

The model considers how budget dollars are allocated across recruitment channels in simulating movement into the organization. Another key application of the model is to determine the budget allocation that will most likely enable the organization achieve readiness and representation/diversity goals.

(3) **Economic/business outlook and other environmental parameters**

Factors such as economic forecasts, the unemployment rate, financial strength of the organization, demand and supply gaps for certain skills, etc. affect employee decisions about staying in a job or seeking other employment opportunities. How this factor is defined will likely be unique to each organization, depending on the factors that are most relevant to their organization and the degree to which these factors can be based on quantitative metrics or are more subjective.

Figures 1 through 3 show comparisons between different scenarios where we have varied one or more of the decisions described above. Scenario 1, which is denoted as the Base Scenario, refers to the situation where the organization continues to conduct “business as usual”; in other words, no new HR practices are added or modified, and investment in current recruitment channels remains the same. The second scenario, denoted What-if, represents the case where the user has manually changed certain decisions to add or modify an HR practice, or to reallocate recruitment investments. The third scenario, denoted Optimized, refers to the solution found by OptQuest to be the best solution, as is described in Section 5 of this article.

As shown in Figure 1, although the starting readiness level is about 85%, both the base and the what-if scenarios perform poorly in terms of readiness (reaching levels of 60% and 83% respectively).
at the end of Year 3, respectively), while the optimized scenario results in an increased readiness level to 97% at the end of Year 3.

Figure 2 shows the trend in external hires.

![Trend chart of new hires under three different workforce planning scenarios](image)

In the Optimized scenario, we observe a small upward adjustment from 131 new hires in Year 1 to 137 new hires in Year 2, in order to account for initial turnover. The trend then becomes stable at 137 new hires in Years 2 and 3. However, since turnover is much higher in the Base and What-if scenarios, the necessary adjustments are larger, and the number of new hires each year is unstable. The Base scenario requires 137 new hires in Year 1, 133 in Year 2, and 138 in Year 3; the What-if scenario requires 122 new hires in Year 1, 142 in Year 2, and 196 in Year 3.

The analysis of new hires is not complete unless we also analyze the composition of turnover. By choosing the correct set of HR programs and practices, the Optimized scenario improves retention of the right kind of employees, described by certain types of attributes. Say, for example, that the organization wants to encourage female employees to stay. The organization would then be interested in investing its budget in programs designed to increase the probability of retention of female employees, such as a comprehensive healthcare program. Such a program would also increase the probability that other types of employees will stay, but its impact on female employees may be higher. Then, when looking to hire new employees, it would be much easier to reach the desired levels if turnover of female employees were lower to begin with. See, for example, Figure 3, where we chart the trend in female employees for three years. In the Base scenario, we see the number of female employees decrease steadily if the organization continues with its current HR programs as implemented. In the What-if scenario, we have specifically chosen certain programs designed to reduce turnover of female employees; however, it takes two years for the downward trend to be overturned, because the hurdle that has to be overcome through hiring
is large. This can be explained by considering that, given budget restrictions, the programs chosen under the What-if scenario do not produce the biggest impact per dollar invested. On the other hand, the Optimized scenario shows an increasing trend in the number of female employees from the start. This is because, under this scenario, the investment in HR programs is chosen to produce the greatest impact in terms of the goal of female retention. This is analogous to the financial arena, where an investor seeks a portfolio of securities that results in the highest return for a given cost.

![Figure 3: Trend in female employees under three different workforce planning scenarios](image)

*The Simulation Process in Action*

Figure 4 provides a graphical representation of OptForce’s workforce simulation process. The simulation process is modeled across a defined number of measurement periods which may be expressed in months, quarters, years, etc. During each measurement period, the following steps occur:

1. Each employee makes a decision whether to stay or leave the organization. This decision depends on the employee’s retention probability, which is computed from the impact of the HR programs in place, given the employee’s unique combination of attributes.
2. Once all employees have made a decision, employees who remain in the organization are assigned to available jobs, according to the match between employee attributes and job requirements.
3. Remaining jobs are filled by employees who have a high probability of mobility/promotion and whose attributes match the requirements of the target job.
4. New employees are recruited from the appropriate recruitment channels to fill available jobs, as long as the budget allows for the additional recruitment.
To illustrate these steps, consider the example depicted in Figure 4. In the figure, circles represent employees and rectangles represent jobs; blue represents executive level employees, red represents middle management and green represents non-managerial level employees. Finally, yellow circles represent external hires. In this example, the employee decision and job assignment process is done every year, for three years.

As Figure 4 shows, the initial workforce is composed of two executives, three middle managers and four non-managerial employees. However, during the first year, one executive leaves the organization, as depicted by the dashed red arrow. The remaining employees are assigned to available jobs. In addition, one middle manager is promoted into an executive level job and one non-manager is promoted into a middle management job, as depicted by the dashed green arrows. Finally, a new employee is hired to fill an available non-managerial position.

During Year 2, one middle manager and one non-manager leave; one non-manager is promoted into a middle manager job; and three new employees are hired. During this year, an additional non-managerial job is created, but remains unfilled due to lack of budget.

During Year 3, one executive leaves; there are no promotions; a new middle management job and a new non-management job are created, requiring three new employees to be hired.

**Figure 4**: Representation of the OptForce Simulation Process
The calculation of retention probabilities is a core component of the simulation, modeled by a binary retention rate tree, and is described next.

OptForce is based on a bottom-up approach to predicting talent behavior patterns. This simulation and optimization technology focuses on accurately predicting individual employee decisions based on demographic and career characteristics, as well as work-related and external stimuli. Individual behaviors are then aggregated into cohorts of interest so that large-scale effects can be analyzed. This approach is fundamentally different from traditional top-down or trend-based approaches used by most workforce planning tools in the market, and produces more statistically reliable results based on a careful model calibration and verification procedure.

At the core of the OptForce system is a cutting-edge predictive analytics module based on decision tree analysis. This module, which we call “Rate Tree Analysis”, uses historic workforce data as well as external macroeconomic data to conduct sophisticated multi-factor analysis in order to accurately predict future employee retention behavior at a granular level. As a result, OptForce is not only able to simulate the behavior of individual employees, but is also able to determine the key factors impacting an individual employee’s behavior based on his or her unique set of attributes.

An example of a rate tree is depicted in Figure 5 below.

The “root node” of the tree represents the complete employee population over time (233,146 cases), with an average annual retention rate of 90.85%; however, if we split the population into five tenure bands, we see great variability in retention behavior. In fact, we see there is a much higher than average attrition rate in the 0 to 3 years-of-service band, while all other tenure bands have above average retention rates. In this way, managers can pinpoint this particular problem with, for instance, the implementation of a better on-boarding program to stem the high attrition of new employees. Deeper examination of the tree could result in Figure 6.

In this figure, the tree was expanded to include the organizational division, as well as the job level (summarized in terms of bottom, middle, and top.) (The figure depicts only part of the
complete tree in order to make our point here.) Drilling down into Division “C” of the enterprise, we see that it is not every type of new employee that exhibits low retention, but only those at lower-level jobs, so a less costly on-boarding program may be necessary, targeting only this sub-population.

![Retention Rate Tree](image)

**Figure 6:** Rate tree depicting retention behavior by division, tenure bands, and job level

This feature, unique among workforce planning solutions, enables decision makers and workforce planners to identify clearly actionable decisions and investments, and evaluate their impact on the shape of their workforce of the future.

The retention rates at any node of the tree are used as retention probabilities in OptForce, to simulate the probability that an employee with the set of attributes implied by the tree node will stay in the organization from Period n to Period n+1. Thus, these probabilities along with other environmental aspects enable our simulation capability as an agent-based model that simulates individual employee behavior over time.

5. **Optimization of HR practices**

Optimizing combinations of practices, recruitment budget allocations, and environmental parameters is carried out using the OptQuest Engine (see [www.OptTek.com](http://www.OptTek.com)). This algorithm uses the most advanced global search procedures to find the best solutions to simulation problems efficiently. This enables the user to focus on evaluating a limited number of
potential solutions that optimization technology has concluded will most likely yield the best results.

Figure 7 shows the results of an optimization run of a strategic workforce planning session for an engineering services firm. The performance curve represents the readiness level, and each dot on the performance curve represents an improving solution in terms of readiness. The goals for this optimization were expressed as follows:

The company wants to maximize readiness on a 3-year planning horizon, while making sure that, at the end of the three years, non-white and female employees would represent at least 30% of the total workforce. In addition, the company imposed a $4M annual recruitment budget, a $10M annual retention budget, a $100M annual compensation budget, and a total annual HR budget (recruitment + retention + compensation) of $105M.

The best solution determined by the OptForce search engine is shown in Tables 2 and 3 below. The tables disclose that by implementing the program options marked “YES” in Table 7, and by allocating our $4M annual recruitment budget as depicted in Table 8, the company may expect to achieve a readiness level of 96.3% at the end of three years. The total investment in personnel costs and expenses is $94.01M, of which $3.27M is spent in recruitment of new hires and $90.73M in compensation, benefits and other retention programs.

![Figure 7: Optimization run showing 100 iterations](image)

### Table 2: Selected HR programs in the best solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Program Option</th>
<th>Selected?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>No tuition reimbursement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50% tuition reimbursement</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flex-Time</td>
<td>No flexibility</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexible start time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telecommuting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Plan</td>
<td>HMO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A la carte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement Plan</td>
<td>401 K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>401 K with matching</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive Pay</td>
<td>No incentive pay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profit sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Bonus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>At-market rates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Below-market rates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid rates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition/Awards</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly awards</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ombudsman Program</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full-time ombudsman</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Program</td>
<td>New employee orientation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual training program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring Program</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assigned mentors</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity/Inclusion</td>
<td>Diversity policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quarterly diversity training</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Recruitment budget allocation according to the best solution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recruitment Channel</th>
<th>Budget Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Universities</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social eNetworks</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic-serving Colleges</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Job Fairs</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Job Sites</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Website</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment Agencies</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic-serving Agencies</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Contacts/Referrals</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Ads</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Upon simulating this particular solution to obtain more details, OptForce shows that women are expected to grow from 24.7% of the workforce to 39.8%, minorities from 25.5% to 43.5%, and that the age composition of the workforce varies from 35.6% to 40.2% in Generation Y, 23.8% to 42.6% in Generation X, and Baby Boomers go from 40.6% to 25.2%. Average annual turnover is 6.7%, total new hires are 39.4%, and total separations are 19.4%.

The system can be used to drill down further within each job level to view trends in workforce composition, performance ratings, etc. which would aid in proactive decision-making.

6. Applications

OptForce, initially launched in 2009, is currently being used for workforce planning by several major organizations. This section provides a summary of two that illustrate key performance abilities of the system.

CH2M HILL (Fuller details appear in Otter and Buckmaster (2012).)

An early user of OptForce, CH2MHILL is a global leader in engineering consulting, including design and build operations, with $6.4 billion in revenue and 30,000 employees. The firm’s work is concentrated in the areas of water, transportation, energy and environmental facilities and resources. CH2M HILL faced significant workforce challenges consisting of

- An aging workforce that was eroding the talent base. More than five hundred full-time employees are 65 or older, and almost 1,200 more will reach 64+ by 2015 and another 2,000 will be from 60 – 63 by 2015. Such a large number that are soon due to retire threatens the skill base and long-term sustainability.
- A global shortage of key skills, leading to increased competition in recruitment. CH2M HILL needed to ensure that its workers were ready for management when advancement opportunities arise.
- A high turnover rate: The voluntary employee attrition for less than 2.99 years of service is 69% higher than the firm-wide voluntary attrition, and continues to rise.

CH2M HILL launched a three-year workforce planning initiative utilizing OptForce with the following goals.

- Develop advanced workforce planning and scenario modeling using OptForce;
- Accurately forecast the company’s projected workforce demand need to achieve its five-year revenue plan (and increase in the number of employees of about 15,000);
- Ensure that company growth results in ongoing workforce diversity;
- Develop career path planning and integrated talent management, so that supply will reflect the projected demand-side needs of the business;
- Optimize investment in retention and engagement programs that will maximize ROI and workforce readiness.
The OptForce utilization is still in its early phase, but the improvements provided by the system are already phenomenal. When using various forecasting tools prior to adopting OptForce, CH2M HILL projections in the three areas of recruitment activity needed to support its needs, of promotion activity and of the workforce remaining by the end of the third year were up to 100% wrong – resulting in workforce instability and untapped potential revenue. By contrast, the OptForce prediction accuracy in each of these three areas was 91%, 93% and 95%, respectively, disclosing the system is fundamentally better at predicting strategic workforce trends than established methods.

CH2M HILL’s partnership with OptTek Systems produced the following reported gains:

- Improved centralized reporting and planning that handles 400% of the volume of the previous decentralized process while reducing average turn-around time by more than 75% – resulting in hard savings of nearly $500,000 annually.
- Dramatically changed the requirements for strategic workforce planning support: the use of OptForce to scale the support capability now enables a single full-time consultant to support more than ten business groups, achieving a 20,000:1 support ratio.
- Predicting workforce retention to an accuracy of 95-98%. Predicting staffing/hiring activity to an accuracy of 91% (business group results in the validation phase) and 95% (company level) last year.
- Significantly improving profitability. (The company has refrained from disclosing precise numbers.)
- By leveraging OptForce’s ability to identify demographic and organizational attributes that best explain pockets of above-average attrition, and taking advantage of its internal cost of turnover model, CH2M HILL conservatively estimates that each 1% reduction in the voluntary turnover rate would result in $5-$10M in direct and indirect savings.

The US Army

The US Army has a requirement to determine what decisions regarding recruitment and accession, retention, and promotion are necessary to attain and maintain required force strength. OptTek Systems collaborated with the Army’s Military Strength Analysis and Forecasting group to develop a solution for this requirement. Deploying OptForce, the solution reliably models the force structure and enables the optimization of decisions on recruitment, retention, promotions and balanced force goals.

Using OptForce, the Army is able to:

- **Optimally prescribe manpower policies**, not only related to accessions and promotions, but also retention policies such as bonuses, incentives, and retention control).

- **Simulate inventory flow** to describe what effect each decision scenario has on readiness, force alignment and other important human capital attributes.

The Army initially used OptForce to support mission critical force-shaping goals, using it to analyze the “surge” and “draw-down” strength requirements in a recent Temporary End Strength Increase (TESI) planning effort. The accuracy of OptForce’s forecasts was cited since they
estimated every 10,000 soldiers exceeding their target would result in one billion dollars over budget.

The Army is working to identify funds to expand its use to other requirements including the National Guard and Reserve as well as share the software with other organizations including the Human Resources Command.

7. Summary and Conclusions:

OptForce represents a major leap in technology for strategic workforce planning. Its predictive capabilities for performing demand planning, retention forecasting, and agent-based simulation enables organizations to forecast human capital requirements such as headcount, skill sets, locations and timing over a range of business scenarios.

The optimizing engine at the heart of these innovations provides a prescriptive capability designed to select the best set of investments in order to achieve workforce composition goals, such as maximizing readiness and achieving diversity targets under stated budget limitations.

Continuing and new applications are on the horizon, both for the major players described in the preceding section and for others, including GE Energy, a 90,000 employee business in the GE family. OptTek also has begun developing pilot implementations at several public organizations including Southern Company, a $17B in revenue power generation company. OptTek is similarly developing pilots for several private firms including Newmont Mining, a 34,000 employee gold producing company, the Catholic Health Initiatives, a 68,000 employee health care provider and the US Navy’s OPNAV/N14, a line division that provides analysis, oversight and strategic planning.
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